reduced." 12 Moreover, John Newton acknowledges that recourse to the predicaments is essential in order to delineate accurately a topos, since "no one and the same numerical thing can be in diverse predicaments." 13 The identification of the textual elements which ultimately place a topos within a particular predicament occurs in one of two ways. It can result either from the presence of "term words" in a text, which produce a direct statement of these elements, 14 or it can result indirectly through the author's application of periphrasis (circumlocutio), the latter of which Thomas Wilson defines as a "description either to sette forth a thyng more gorgeouslie, or els to hyde it if the eares cannot beare the open speakyng." 15 Following the identification of the theme of a text and the predicament to which it belongs, the analyst must consider its species, or special name, by uncovering its order within a specific predicament. l6 Zachary Coke confirms that this is most easily accomplished by considering the "direct degrees" of the topos. l7 This involves a movement from general to specific in order to establish 12 Bentham, 14, See also Aristotle, Topics, 104a: 1-5; Blundeville, fol. C2v; Joseph Priestley, A Course of Lectures on Oratory and Criticism (London, 1777), 8; Newton, 10; Good, 6; John Eliot, The Logic Primer (Cambridge Mass, 1672), fol. A4v; Antoine Arnauld, Logic: or the Art of Thinking (London, 1685) , 65-66. The fact that genus and predicament appear to be synonymous and redundant terms was recognised and commented upon during the eighteenth century, de Crousaz (220-21), for example, criticises one author's definition of colour for these very redundancies, since the author names the genus of colours as the predicament of quality. John Locke (223) also criticizes the use of genus and predicaments as the basis of logic, professing that "Right Reasoning is founded on something other than the predicables [i.e. genus and species] and the predicaments." Similar criticisms can be found in the writings of the 
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the "certain circumstances of existence" that are unique to the topos}* According to John Newton, this stage of analysis is essential in order to determine "what a thing is." 19 For two topoi to be considered identical, therefore, they must not only possess analogous themes, but they must also belong to the same predicament and share the same species.
Once the topos of a text has been established by revealing its theme, genus/ predicament, and species the analyst must "let the Amplifications be diligently severed from the Explication of the theme." 20 These "amplifications," or ornaments, consist chiefly of tropes and rhetorical figures, which aid in "the forceable moving of the affections, [and] doth after a sort beautifie the sense and the very meaning of a sentence." 21 In fact, it is because of their ability to enhance the comprehension of a text that George Puttenham declares rhetorical figures essential to both poetry and oration: The use of figures is certainly of the same nature in music as in oratory and poetry... . Since music, particularly, is concerned with the arousal and expression of the passions; since it must move and agitate the hearts of men; since, after all, it should captivate and fascinate the listener with its fire; can it really use any other means than those which are found in poetry and oratory? 23 18 Coke, 20, 24. There is another method of identifying the species of a topos. This is through the recognition of its "collateral degrees." Collateral degrees delimit a topos through the application of "difference," an operation which does not "show what a thing is, but of what manner it is." As an example, Coke employs "difference" in order to define humanity. He asks, for instance, "What manner of living creature is man?" and recognises that man is "a reasonable, living creature." Man's ability to reason, therefore, represents the "difference" which separates him from all other living creatures (Coke, 20, 24, (25) (26) 15(1995) 113
The application of an Aristotelian analytical approach to the opening chorus of Cantata 12 and to its parody, the Crucifixus of the Mass in B minor (BWV 232), reveals that a consideration of their topoi overshadows all other criteria in Bach's selection of an appropriate model for the parody version, since both texts possess similar themes, belong to the same predicament and share the same species.
Examination of the text for the opening chorus of "Weinen, Klagen, Sorgen, £ a g en " con fi rms that its basic theme focuses on the suffering which Christians must endure because of humanity's sins. The topos of this text, therefore, belongs to the predicament of passion, which involves the receiving of an action. 24 Zachary Coke states that this predicament is defined from the perspective of the "patient," the receiver of the action, rather than from the perspective of the "agent," the instigator of the action. 25 In the text of this chorus, term words identify the patient as "Christians" through a direct statement of this word at line 4. In contrast, periphrasis defines the passion inflicted upon Christians as suffering, owing to the images of torment presented in the first three lines. Periphrasis also is used to describe the agent of the passion as sin, through the phrase, "who bear the mark of Christ" (line 5). This phrase suggests that Christians follow Christ's example. Consequently, since sin motivated the suffering and death of Christ, it likewise motivates the suffering of Christians. 26 wohl hierzu andere Mittel ergreifen, als diejenigen, welche der Dichtkunst und der Redekunst gemein sind?" [Scheibe, 683.] All translations are those of the author, unless otherwise specified. The link between musical and textual figures also is discussed by Johann Mattheson, in Der Vollkommene Capellmeister (Hamburg, 1739) trans. Hans Lenneberg in Notes 30 (1958): 202, who recognises that the word figures and phrase figures of textual rhetoric are directly transferable to music. See also Henry Peacham the Younger,The Compleat Gentleman (London, 1622), 98, 103. 24 Coke, 42; Blundeville, fol. F3. For the purposes of this study, additional applications to the word "passion" refer to its meaning as a predicament rather than to its meaning as a strong emotion. In general, the passions of the mind (i.e. strong emotions) belong to the predicament of quality. More specifically, their species involves the third kind of quality, namely, passions and passible qualities. For more on the order of the passions of the mind in the predicamental series, see Consideration of the direct degrees of this topos reveals a species of three circumstances. First, the topos is inferior, since it occurs on earth. 27 Second, it is special, because it involves man. 28 Third, it is defective, owing to the fact that it results from evil and immorality. 29 Application of the same techniques to the text of the Crucifixus movement from Bach's Mass in B minor, BWV 232 demonstrates an equivalency of topos between this text and that of the cantata chorus, "Weinen, Klagen, Sorgen, Zagen." Indeed, the basic theme of the Crucifixus is identical to that of the cantata movement, since it also concerns the suffering inflicted upon a man, Christ, because of humanity's sins. As a result, the topos of this text belongs to the predicament of passion. Periphrasis indirectly defines the patient of this passion as Christ through the archetypal images of crucifixion (line 1), Pontius Pilate (line 2) and suffering (line 2). In like manner, periphrasis identifies the agent of the passion, since the phrase "on our behalf (line 1 ) suggests "our sins" as the motivation for Christ's crucifixion and suffering. While indirect statement through periphrasis defines both the patient and the agent of the passion, the passion itself is defined through term words. Specifically, the use of the word "passus" at line 2 provides a direct statement of the passion as suffering. earth. The second is special, because the passion is inflicted upon Christ as man.
The third is defective, in view of the fact that the immorality and evil associated with sin produce the passion. Thus, as the charts in example 1 demonstrate, the topos of the Cantata movement and the Crucifixus movement are identical, since they share the same predicament and species. While use of the first three stages of an Aristotelian analytical approach reveals that the texts of both versions possess equivalent topoi, application of the fourth stage of this technique demonstrates an additional similarity between the model and the parody, since identical textual and musical-rhetorical figures effectively enhance the elements which define the topos at corresponding points in both versions.
The first of such occurrences involves the descending chromatic ground bass on which both the model and its parody are built. In fact, the parody differs from the model only through an increase in rhythmic activity and through a transposition from the original key of F minor to E minor. Chromatic movement of this type produces the musical-rhetorical figure, pathopoeia. 30 Coupled with the figure pathopoeia in the choral movement, "Weinen, Klagen, Sorgen, Zagen," are two additional rhetorical figures, namely, polyptoton and epizeuxis. In his musical dictionary, James Grassineau acknowledges that polyptoton occurs when after a little silence one part repeats or runs over the same notes, the same intervals, the same motions, and in a word, the same song which a first part had already gone over during the silence of this. 32 This figure takes place at mm. 1-9 of the model, where the material of the chorus at mm. 1-5 is restated with a different succession of voices at mm. 5-9. The second figure of my list, epizeuxis, involves the immediate repetition of a word or phrase. 33 It is evident at mm. 1-9 of the same movement, since the text at mm. 5-9 represents a direct restatement of the text at mm. 1-5. 32 Grassineau, 197 Both polyptoton and epizeuxis are employed in a similar manner in the parody version. Polyptoton, for example, takes place at mm. 5-13 of this movement, since the material at mm. 5-9 recurs in a different order at mm. 9-13. Interestingly, aside from a change of rhythm in order to accommodate text underlay, the composition of polyptoton in these measures of the Crucifixus is identical to its composition at mm. 1-9 of "Weinen, Klagen, Sorgen, Zagen." Epizeuxis also arises in the same manner as in the original version, since the text at mm. 9-13 provides an immediate repetition of the text which preceded it at mm. 5-9.
Example 5: Bach, 232/17, mm. 5-13, vocal parts only.
The figures employed in these passages each possess the ability to enhance elements which define a topos. Scheibe acknowledges that polyptoton, for instance, allows "the comprehension of a piece or the understanding of the discourse itself [to] receive greater emphasis." 34 In like manner, epizeuxis strengthens the ideas of a text, because, as Thomas Wilson observes, the repetition which this figure provides "doth stir the minde of the hearer." 35 In the 118 CUMR/RMUC model, the combination of these figures reinforces the definition of the topos by emphasizing the indirect statements which establish the passion as suffering. Similarly, in the parody, polyptoton and epizeuxis enhance the topos of this text by accentuating an occurrence oï periphrasis which identifies the patient of the passion as Christ.
An additional rhetorical correspondence between the opening chorus of Cantata 12 and the Crucifixus of the Mass in B minor takes place at mm. 16-18 of the model and at mm. 20-22 of the parody. The figure evident in these measures is anaphora, which occurs when "we imitate only the movement or the shape of the notes." 36 In both versions, anaphora involves the alto and soprano voices, respectively. Indeed, the movement of the first four notes of the alto voice in each example is repeated up a tritone in the soprano voice. A further figure, epizeuxis, accompanies the musical repetitions of anaphora in both versions. In the model, this figure results from the immediate reiteration of the word "weinen," and in the parody it takes place through the direct restatement of the word, "etiam." 15 (1995) 119
The addition of anaphora and epizeuxis to both the model and its parody intensifies the definition of the topos in each respective text. Indeed, the rhetorical artifice at mm. 16-18 of the model enhances the setting of the word, "weinen" and correspondingly strengthens an example of periphrasis which illustrates the passion as suffering. Similarly, the figures at mm. 20-22 of the parody amplify the word "etiam," which itself represents a further textual figure, namely: epitheton. According to George Puttenham, this figure occurs when "ye will speake giving every person or thing a quality by way of addition." 37 In this case, the figure results from the use of the adverb, "etiam" to modify the phrase, "pro nobis." The application of anaphora and epizeuxis therefore heightens the effectiveness of epitheton which in turn enhances the phrase, "pro nobis," an indirect statement that identifies the agent of the passion as sin.
Yet another rhetorical parallel between "Weinen, Klagen, Sorgen, Zagen" and the Cruciflxus of the Mass in B minor involves mm. 20-22 of the original, which correspond with mm. 24-26 of the parody. The musical figure observed in these measures isgradatio, which Johann Mattheson defines as "the stepwise design of all that is written, sung or played." 38 In both versions, this figure takes place in the tenor voice. Specifically, the motif at mm. 20-21 of the model, e'flat-d' -c', is repeated down a step at mm. 21-22. Likewise, in the parody version, the motif at mm. 24-25, d'-c'-sharp-b, recurs down a step at mm. 25-26. 37 According to Scheibe, gradatio "always proves that the composer has understood the power of the high art of composition... [and] moves the attentive listener to astonishment." 39 In "Weinen, Klagen, Sorgen, Zagen," this figure serves to draw the auditor's attention to the word "klagen." It consequently aids in the determination of the predicament to which the topos belongs by reinforcing an appearance of periphrasis that identifies the passion as suffering. Similarly, in the parody version, gradatio enhances the definition of the topos by intensifying the statement of the phrase "pro nobis," a phrase which characterises the agent of the passion as sin.
Equally important is the rhetorical link between the model and the parody that is established by a further appearance of the figure, pathopoeia. In both versions, this figure occurs in the soprano voice, which chromatically descends a minor third, moving from g'-e' at mm. 22-25 of the model and from f -sharpd'-sharp at mm. 26-29 of the parody. In comparison with its initial appearance at the opening of both versions, this second application ofpathopoeia also serves to enhance the definition of the topos. In the model, for instance, it coincides with the word, "zagen," a word which identifies the passion as suffering through periphrasis. It is employed in a similar fashion in the parody, where it accompanies the noun, "Pontio Pilato," and thus reinforces an occurrence of periphrasis which establishes the patient of the passion as Christ.
Example 11: Bach, BWV 232/17, mm. 26-29, soprano part only.
The combination of two further musical-rhetorical figures, noema and gradatio, immediately follows this latter example of pathopoeia in both versions. Johann Walther defines noema as "a thing wherein consonant homophony suddenly is heard and put forward." 40 This figure occurs at mm. 25-28 of the model and at mm. 29-32 of the parody, respectively, where each voice of the chorus abruptly combines to produce note-against-note harmony. Gradatio regulates the overall melodic movement of this section. In fact, following the cadential resolution on the first beat at m. 25 of the model and on the first beat at m. 29 of the parody, each voice sings a motif of three beats which is repeated in descending step-wise motion. Aside from the musical-rhetorical figures in these passages, a textual rhetorical figure, epizeuxis, also is evident. This figure results from the immediate restatement of the phrase "Angst und Noth" in each voice of the model, and the repetition of the word "passus" in the tenor voice of the parody.
In comparison with the previous examples of rhetorical artifice, the musical and verbal figures of these measures are equally compelling in their enhancement of the topos. In the model, for instance, they effectively emphasise the declaration of the passion as suffering by stressing the indirect statement of this concept which occurs in the line "Angst und Noth." These figures provide similar intensification of the topos of the parody version, where they combine to strengthen the iteration of phrase "passus et sepultus," a phrase which employs periphrasis to both reveal the patient of the passion as Christ and identify the passion as suffering.
Additional accentuation of the topos results from the rhetorical artifice found at mm. 33-37 of the model and at mm. 37-41 of the parody. Two figures occur in these passages: first, the musical figure, anaphora and second, the textual figure, epizeuxis. In the model, anaphora involves the repetition of the soprano voice material at mm. 33-34 down a perfect fifth in the alto voice at mm. 34-35. This figure also results from the restatement of the three-note motif in the tenor voice at mm. 35-36 down a perfect fifth in the bass voice at mm. 36-37. Besides anaphora, epizeuxis also takes place in these same measures of the model. The triple reiteration of the line "Angst und Noth" in the soprano voice produces one example of this figure. A further example of epizeuxis in these measures results from the successive vocal entries, which collectively produce a quadruple restatement of the line "Angst und Noth."
Example 14: Bach, BWV 12/1, mm. 33-37, vocal parts only. 15(1995) 123
The distribution of the material which creates the figure anaphora in the model is identical in the parody version. Indeed, the material of the alto voice at mm. 38-39 represents a transposition of the soprano material at mm. 37-38. Likewise, the bass motif at mm. 40-41 is a repetition a fifth lower of the tenor motif at mm. 39-41. The application of the figure epizeuxis in the parody, however, is modified. That is, while the successive vocal entries maintain the quadruple repetition of text, the soprano voice lacks the triple textual reiteration which occurs in the model cru--ci-Example 15: Bach, BWV 232/17, mm. 37-41, vocal parts only.
The use of these figures in both the model and the parody is deliberate, since, in each case, anaphora and epizeuxis reinforce the definition of the topos. In the model, for instance, they intensify an occurrence of periphrasis which identifies the passion as suffering. Likewise, in the parody version, these figures reinforce the presentation of material which identifies the patient as Christ.
The application of Aristotelian analytical techniques to Bach's cantata movement, "Weinen, Klagen, Sorgen, Zagen," BWV 12/1, and to its parody, the Crucifixus of the Mass in B minor, BWV 232/17, therefore confirms that Bach's choice of an appropriate model from which to borrow involved more than a cursory consideration of musical or textual elements. Indeed, by probing deep into the rhetorical structure of both the cantata movement and the Crucifixus, the first three stages of this analysis reveals that an equivalence of topoi between the text of the original and that of the parody represented an important criterion for the selection of a model. Moreover, the fourth stage of this analysis demonstrates that parallel textual and musical rhetorical figures intensify elements which define the topos of both versions. In the model, for instance, the various figures serve to amplify a single topos-àcfming aspect, namely, the presentation of ideas which identify the passion as suffering, while in the parody, rhetorical artifice emphasizes all elements of the topos. 41 Bach's application of the parody procedure thus represents his deliberate reuse of rhetorical figures that are appropriate for the embellishment of works with identical topoi. As a result of this type of contextual study, we can remove the speculation which has created the parody problem in Bach's music, and, more importantly, we can "avoid the philosophical mistake of arranging in the past what is actually present experience." 42
